In nite sets of terms appear frequently at di erent places in computer science. On the other hand, several practically oriented parts of logic and computer science require the manipulated objects to be nite or nitely representable. Schematizations present a suitable formalism to manipulate nitely in nite sets of terms. Since schematizations provide a di erent approach to solve the same kind of problems as constraints do, they can be viewed as a new type of constraints.
Introduction and summary of results
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y Current address: Department of applied mathematics, MFF UK, Mlynsk a dolina, 842 15 Bratislava, Slovakia. E-mail: galbavy@dcs.fmph.uniba.sk 1 frequently by terms, e.g., in in nite models. We can nd them as substitutions produced by a uni cation procedure for an in nitary equational theory, e.g. for associativity Plo72] or in higher-order uni cation Hue75] . There exist equational theories that are not nitely presentable, i.e., their generating set of equational axioms is in nite McN92]. If we consider theories also with other predicates than equality, we can think of theories generated by an in nite set of disequations or inequations. The former appear in complement problems and disuni cation CL89, Com91] , the latter appear in the presence of symbolic ordering constraints Com90, Com93, KKR90] . The Knuth-Bendix completion procedure DJ90] often generates an in nite family of rewrite rules in an attempt to produce a con uent and terminating rewrite system. In nite sets of objects are not considered always as undesired products, but they may have been introduced intentionally. This is the case of in nitary logics that allow formul with in nite conjunctions and disjunctions. In nitary logics originated in model theory and found recently interesting applications in nite model theory KV92a, KV92b] . One branch of rst-order logic considers only formul restricted to Horn clauses, taking advantage of its decidability. Nevertheless, there are situations when an in nite set of Horn clauses is needed to express a speci c property.
Another possibility to consider in nite families is to interpret in nite objects through an in nite sequence of nite approximations. This is especially applicable to in nite and rational trees Cou83, Mah88] . We can view an in nite or rational tree T as an in nite sequence of nite trees T 1 , T 2 , . . . , where each of them is a better approximation of T than the previous one. Kripke models used in temporal and modal logics can be interpreted as in nite sequences of nite approximations. This interpretation may yield a di erent semantics for these logics.
The formalisms to deal with in nite families are fairly limited. As long as only the representation is concerned, such formalisms exist and are well-known. The rst used formalisms were regular and context-free grammars, later extended by tree automata GS84]. Recently, this arsenal was enlarged by lazy evaluation and the concept of constraints. The problems appear if we wish to unify in nite families represented by these formalisms. First, we must de ne what we mean by uni cation of sets of terms. If we speak about uni cation of two sets S 1 and S 2 , we mean all uni cation problems t 1 ? = t 2 satisfying the conditions t 1 2 S 1 and t 2 2 S 2 . If the terms t 1 and t 2 are ground, i.e., they do not contain variables, the uni cation problem t 1 ? = t 2 becomes the problem whether the terms t 1 and t 2 are syntactically identical. Therefore a uni cation of two sets S 1 and S 2 of ground terms is the intersection of S 1 and S 2 . In addition to the drawback that context-free grammars describe only sets of strings, it is undecidable if the intersection of two context-free languages is empty. Hence the uni cation of context free languages is undecidable since strings in context-free languages are ground terms. Regular grammars and regular tree automata often lack a necessary schematization power. In nite families often display patterns that cannot be captured by them. Lazy evaluation cannot be combined with uni cation in a satisfactory way. Constraints represent in nite families implicitly, by restrictions on domains. Therefore, uni cation of constraint expressions results in constraint solving that can be as problematic as the direct uni cation of the in nite families itself. Three phenomena are usually observed: (1) the constraint solving is decidable, but the constraint formalism lacks schematization power, (2) the constraint formalism is powerful enough to represent the in nite families but the uni cation problem for these constraints is undecidable, and (3) the constraint formalism is powerful enough and the uni cation problem is decidable, but the corresponding constraint solving uni cation algorithm produces an in nite family of constraints.
In practice, the manipulated sets must be nite, unless there is a possibility to use constraints and implicit representations. In equational reasoning, rewrite systems used to reduce terms to normal form must be nite. In a proof of an inductive theorem, the underlying equational theory must be presented by a nite set of axioms. In all programming languages the data structures must be nite. Databases can contain only a nite, although large amount of information. On the other hand, this niteness requirement is often too restrictive. Sometimes there is a need to use an in nite con uent and terminating rewrite system in equational reasoning. We would like to perform proofs of inductive theorems in equational theories that are not nitely presentable. We would like to handle in nite complete sets of uni ers in rewriting software products. There are situations in Prolog and other programming languages that require the use of in nite data structures. We would like to store in nite amounts of information in databases SV89] and still be able to perform queries on it that yield nite results, or have the possibility to capture in nite queries nitely CI93]. There are also plenty of cases where we need to reason about in nite computations VW94].
The previous considerations clearly indicate the need for a formalism that allows to express explicitly in nite families by nite means, that has a decidable uni cation problem, and that has a terminating uni cation algorithm yielding a nite representation of the results. Moreover, such formalism should have a semantics compatible with their domain of application so that it can be easily incorporated into di erent theoretical developments, as well as into software products.
Schematizations present a suitable formalism to deal explicitly by nite means with in nite families of objets. Under schematization we understand a formalism that e ectively describes by nite expressions in nite sets of terms. Contrary to usual constraints that give implicit representations, schematizations must include a mechanism that allows to locate directly every element of a schematized family, they must permit to manipulate e ectively the schematized sets, and they must have a nite uni cation algorithm. Since they provide a di erent approach to solve the same kind of problems as constraints do, they can be viewed as a new type of constraints.
Di erent schematizations of rst-order terms appeared within the domain of equational reasoning during the last years. They can be divided into two major classes with respect to the schematization syntax.
The rst class consists of schematizations by (membership) constraints. The rst work on schematization, started in 1985, presented formalisms of this class without speaking about constraints at that time. The rst contribution to this class using explicitly the idea of constraints dates back to 1992. The main problem of this class is that the decidability of the uni cation of the schematized objects is not a priori clear. The known formalisms in this class are: (1) the meta-rules appearing rst in Kir85], whose de nitive version was published in Kir89]; (2) the term schemes Gra88]; (3) the membership constraints with context variables Com92, CD94a] ; and (4) the strati ed second-order terms SS94b].
The second class consists of recurrent schematizations that attracted a lot of interest in recent years. Roughly speaking, each formalism that belongs to this class schematizes a subclass of primitive recursive functions. Several of these formalisms have been developed as a generalisation of a previous formalism. Hence, there exists a strict hierarchy of recurrent schematizations where always the class of languages schematized by a more recent formalism strictly encompasses the class of languages schematized by an older formalism. The advantage of the recurrent schematizations is the existence of a uni cation algorithm for them, provided some basic requirements are met. All these formalisms are designed so that the uni cation problem for the schematized sets is decidable. The known formalisms in this class are: (1) the -terms CH91, CH95]; (2) the terms with integer exponents Com95]; (3) the R-terms Sal92]; and (4) the primal grammars Her92]. The congruence grammars McA92] , that do not t into the previous classi cation, represent an application of the regular tree grammars to schematization.
Primal grammars, introduced rst in Her92], are superior to other recurrent schematizations in many aspects. They are the most powerful formalisms among the known recurrent schematizations, i.e., each set schematizable by a known recurrent schematization can be schematized by a primal grammar (cf. Her94]). Moreover, the previous recurrent schematizations had to be de ned with a special evaluation semantics. The evaluation of primal grammars is based on substitution and rewriting, hence no particular semantics is necessary. This fact allows also a natural integration of primal grammars into rewrite-based software products, into Prolog, or into functional languages. Moreover primal grammars have a decidable uni cation problem. The utilisation of narrowing for the uni cation of primal grammars, as proposed in Her92], leads to an in nite procedure although this method is complete for the presented schematization. In this paper, we show that a careful analysis of a narrowing-based process for primal grammars yields a nite uni cation algorithm.
The main idea behind the primal grammars is to use primitive recursion as the generating engine of in nite sets. Hence, the input of the primitive recursion serves as the nite schematization of the generated set. This concept is far too general and therefore it must be made precise and must be restricted.
If we study the general structure of terms in an in nite family of objects, it turns out that we need a powerful tool to schematize them. Even if the terms are rather complex, they present the following common characteristics:
Repetition of contexts: The same contexts are iterated in all terms of an in nite sequence. If a context is unfolded n times on a given path of the term t n , then it is unfolded n + 1 times on the same path of the term t n+1 . Relation between contexts: The number of the unfolding stage can |but need not| be related to the number of unfoldings authorized for the secondary or subordinate contexts.
Hierarchy of contexts:
These four requirements imply the use of special primitive recursive systems (cf. P et67] for several variants of primitive recursion). The iteration of contexts must be governed by a countable structure. Since we refer to primitive recursion, the best way is to use the natural numbers for this purpose. The natural numbers will be assigned only to special variables, called counter variables. Hence, no confusion is created between the schematizing meta-level, whose term algebra is built from counter variables and de ned function symbols (completely analogous to primitive recursive functions), and the schematized level, whose terms are built from ordinary variables and constructor symbols. The four requirements concerning contexts can be easily established through the de ned symbols and counter variables.
On the other hand, we must avoid the full power of primitive recursion, since we wish to keep uni cation decidable. Therefore, we must not allow the possibility to simulate the multiplication function with primal grammars. This way we avoid the possibility that Hilbert's 10th Problem or Post's Correspondence Problem can be reduced to a uni cation problem in the presented schematization.
Preliminaries
We assume that the reader is familiar with the rewriting theory and has some basic knowledge of primitive recursive functions. Additional material for each of these topics can be found in the survey DJ90] and the book Odi89].
A signature F is a set of function symbols of designated arities. If F is a signature and X is a countable set of variables, then T (F; X) denotes the set of all terms over the signature F and the variables in X. We also write Var(t) for the set of variables occurring in a term t and Head(t) for the function symbol occurring at the root of a term t.
The set of positions in a term t, denoted by Pos(t), is a subset of strings over natural numbers locating the variables and function symbols that make up the term t. 
Primal terms
For the needs of the presented schematization, the signature F consists of the constructors K, the de ned symbols D, where the sets K and D are disjoint, and the successor symbol s and the constant 0, which are not included neither in the constructors nor in the de ned symbols. The de ned symbols are surmounted by a hat to distinguish them immediately from the \bare headed" constructors. We also need the set of counter variables C, disjoint from the set of ordinary variables X.
The arguments of the de ned symbols are divided into two parts by a semicolon, as in Sim88]. Those before the semicolon are called counters. The rst counter of a de ned symbol is called the principal counter, the other are called the secondary counters. Each de ned symbolf has a counter arity, denoted by car(f), indicating its number of counters. The manipulation of counters requires the existence of a new term algebra, the counter expressions N(C). The algebra of counter expressions N(C) is the smallest set containing the constant 0, the counter variables C, and closed under the application of the successor symbol s. In other words, the constant 0 is a counter expression; each counter variable is a counter expression; if c is a counter expression, then s(c) is a counter expression. Instead of s(c) and s k (c), we use the arithmetic notation c + 1 and c + k, respectively for a counter variable c and an arithmetic constant k. By the same token, instead of the ground counter expressions 0, s(0), s(s(0)),. . . we use the notation 0, 1, 2,. . . for natural numbers. The ground counter expressions N(;), without counter variables, represent the natural numbers and are denoted, as usually, by N.
The schematization level is represented by the primal terms 1 .
De nition 2.1 The algebra of primal terms T P(K;D;X;C) is the smallest set such that:
each ordinary variable from X is a primal term; if c 1 , . . . , c k are counter expressions, t 1 , . . . , t n are primal terms andf is a de ned symbol with counter arity car(f) = k and arity ar(f) = k + n, thenf(c 1 ; : : :; c k ; t 1 ; : : :; t n ) is a primal term;
if t 1 , . . . , t n are primal terms and f is a constructor with the arity ar(f) = n then f(t 1 ; : : :; t n ) is a primal term.
The algebra of primal terms is implicitly typed; the terms before the semicolon are counter expressions, those after the semicolon are primal terms, and the resulting term itself is also a primal term.
The set of counter variables of a primal term t is denoted by CVar(t) and the counter variable range of a substitution is denoted by CRan( ). The redex positions of a primal term t, denoted by DPos(t) = fa 2 Pos(t) j Head(tj a ) 2 Dg, are the positions of all de ned symbols in t. As we will see later, the redex positions of a primal term t are exactly those positions at which the term t can be reduced by a special rewrite system. A redex of a primal term t is each subterm tj a where a is a redex position of t, thus each redex is headed by a de ned symbol. A primal term t is called regular (or not nested) if the set of redex positions DPos(t) is parallel. A primal term t is called nested if there exist two di erent redex positions a; b 2 DPos(t) such that a is a pre x of b, i.e., the redex tj b is a proper subterm of the redex tj a .
We writeã ambiguously for the vector ha 1 ; : : :; a n i, for the sequence a 1 , . . . , a n , or for the set fa 1 ; : : :; a n g. The approximation of a primal termf(c; c 1 ; : : : ; c k ; t 1 ; : : :; t n ) with respect to a precedence on the de ned symbols D is the set of primal terms Apx(f(c;t)) = fĝ(z;ũ) jf ĝ;z is a subsequence ofc;ũ is a subsequence oftg Roughly speaking, the approximation of a primal term t determines all previously de ned primitive recursive functions and all possible parameters that can be used for computing 1 We explain later why we choose this terminology for these objets.
the items schematized by t. The hierarchy of primitive recursive functions is syntactically expressed by a precedence on de ned symbols. We also follow the convention for primitive recursive functions that the order of parameters is unchanged. Although it is not essential, it will help to simplify some proofs. The approximation off(c 1 ; c 2 ; x; y) with respect to the precedence is the set of primal terms Apx(f(c 1 ; c 2 ; x; y)) = fĝ(c 1 );ĝ(c 2 );ĥ(c 1 ; x);ĥ(c 2 ; x);ĥ(c 1 ; y);ĥ(c 2 ; y);k(c 1 ; c 2 ; x; y)g
In contrast, the primal termsk(c 2 ; c 1 ; x; y) andk(c 1 ; c 2 ; y; x) do not belong to the approximation because in the rst case hc 2 ; c 1 i is not a subsequence of hc 1 ; c 2 i and in the second case hy;xi is not a subsequence of hx;yi. The primal termê(c 1 ; x) does not belong to the approximation either, because the de ned symbolsf andê are incomparable in the precedence .
The constructor wrap of the primal term (ĥ(c 1 ; x) ĥ (c 2 ; y)) F(k(c 1 ; c 2 ; x; y)) is the context ( ) F( ).
Schematization
Primal terms are constructed so that they can represent in nite sets of terms from T (K; X).
They serve as one part of the input to a primitive recursive engine that generates the schematized set. The primitive recursion is applied through Presburger rewrite systems. Roughly speaking, primitive recursive functions are presented by de ned symbols and the hierarchy between functions is expressed by a precedence on the set D. A Presburger system de nes the computation of the primitive recursive functions.
De nition 3.1 Let be a precedence on the de ned symbols D. With every de ned symbolf we associate two primal terms r 1 and r 2 . A Presburger 2 rewrite system R for the de ned symbols D contains for each de ned symbolf the following pair of rewrite rules: the basic rulef A is a nite subset of parallel non-root positions from Pos(r 2 ), the right-hand side of each inductive rewrite rule is a regular primal term, all redexes of r 1 and r 2 belong to the approximation Apx(f(n;c;x)), the root symbol Head(r 2 ) is a constructor, each ordinary variable from the vectorx occurs in the wrap Wrp(r 1 ) or in the wrap Wrp(r 2 ).
The counter variable n is called the active counter of the de ned symbolf. If the inductive rule has the form (2), we say that the counter variable c i is coupled with the active counter n. If the inductive rule has the form (1), we say that the counter variablesc are independent of n.
For each de ned symbolf, the term r 2 contains the context to iterate. The de ned symbols of the term r 2 introduce the secondary contexts, those of the term r 1 introduce the subordinate contexts. The secondary counters of a de ned symbolf can be passed as parameters to other de ned symbolsĝ i in the terms r 1 and r 2 , establishing this way a relation between the number of iterations of the context for the symbolf and the contexts for the symbolsĝ i .
The Presburger systems are primitive recursive rewrite systems of a special type. The primitive recursion is restricted to a non-nested subclass with no possibility to express multiplication, so that Hilbert's 10th Problem cannot be constructed through a uni cation of two primal terms modulo a Presburger rewrite system. As we explain later, this restriction to regular primal terms and approximations in the right-hand sides of the inductive rules guarantees that the uni cation problem modulo a Presburger system can be reduced to a decision problem in Presburger arithmetic.
The de nition of Presburger systems given in Her94] is more general than that given in De nition 3.1. It allows to create new variables along the rewriting process through an indexing and marking mechanism. Uni cation modulo these more general Presburger systems is undecidable since the construction from the undecidability proof for Horn clauses given by Hanschke and W urtz in HW93] can be reduced to it. This was pointed out by Salzer in Sal93] . The Presburger systems, as we de ned them here, are called at in Her94] and uni cation is decidable for them, as we prove in the sequel.
The reason to require a constructor as a root symbol of r 2 and A as a set of non-root positions is to avoid inductive rules of the typef(n + 1;c;x) !f(n;c;x), because such rewrite rules pose problems during uni cation. If this kind of inductive rule is present in a Presburger system R then each redex in a primal term t headed by the de ned symbolf can be reduced to a redex whose active counter is equal to 0, and then eliminated by a basic rule. Thus, this de ned symbolf and its corresponding basic and inductive rules can be eventually eliminated from the system R. In fact, the last two conditions can be eliminated from De nition 3.1 since each Presburger system that does not satisfy them can be transformed into an equivalent Presburger system with these two conditions satis ed. The Presburger systems are con uent since they are left-linear and there are no superpositions between the rewrite rules. The Presburger systems are terminating since we can construct for each Presburger system a lexicographic path ordering lpo that proves its termination. For this purpose, the precedence on de ned symbols D is extended to the constructors K in the following way: for each de ned symbolf and for each constructor g we de nef g. This enlarged precedence generates the required ordering.
Primal grammars
We need rst a tool to locate elements in a schematized in nite set. An enumerator for a primal term t is a ground substitution : C ?! N such that Dom( ) = CVar(t) holds, i.e., a substitution that instantiates all counter variables of the term t by natural numbers. The enumeration (t) of a primal term t is the set of all possible enumerators of t.
We use primal terms to schematize in nite sets of terms from T (K; X). A primal term t represents the folded form of all the terms in a schematized set S and an enumerator selects one element from S. A Presburger system R provides us with the machinery for computing the elements of a schematized set from a primal term t: the primal term t is rst instantiated by an enumerator 2 (t) and this instance t is reduced to the normal form t # R . Following this model, it is su cient to give a structure which contains the set of constructors K, the set of de ned symbols D, a Presburger system R, and a primal term t for a schematization of an in nite set of terms.
De nition 3.2 A primal term grammar (or primal grammar for short) is a quadruple G = (K; D;R;t), where K are the constructors, D are the de ned symbols, R is a Presburger rewrite system, and t is a primal term.
The language generated by a primal term grammar G = (K; D;R;t) is the set of terms L(G) = ft # R j 2 (t)g.
The primal term t in De nition 3.2 can be extended naturally to other objects like equations, substitutions, formul , etc. The name \primal grammar" was chosen from the analogy with primal algebras: for each ground instance of a primal term t there exists an element in the schematized set, and for each element of a schematized set there exists a ground instance of the primal term t.
The class of languages generated by primal grammars is incomparable with the class of context-free languages. Primal grammars cannot schematize nite sets or the language of arithmetic expressions, but there exists a primal grammar that schematizes the language fa n b n c n j n 1g.
It is beyond the scope of this article to prove that primal grammars encompass the previously known recurrent schematizations. An interested reader can nd these proofs in Her94]. The main advantages of primal grammars over previous recurrent schematizations, and also a starting point of the proofs that the encompassment of previous recurrent schematizations by primal grammars is strict, are the possibility to schematize an exponential growth of symbols in an in nite sequence of terms, and the possibility of diagonalization. We are able to schematize a set of terms ft i j i = 1; 2; : : :g where the number of symbols in the term t n is 2 n . Example 3.3 Let G = (fa; g;ffg;R;f(k)) be a primal grammar with the Presburger system R = ff(0) ! a;f(k + 1) !f(k) f (k)g. The term t n =f(k) k 7 ! n] # R contains 2 n occurrences of the constant symbol a.
If there are two or more counter variables, e.g. k and n, in a primal term t then we can construct a primal grammar G such that the language L(G) does not represent the whole \matrix" of terms t i;j = t k 7 ! i; n 7 ! j]# R but only the \diagonal" t i;i . This diagonalization e ect is obtained by coupling the counters k and n.
Example 3.4 Let G = (fa; b; c; g;ff;ĝg;R;f(k;0)) be a primal grammar with the Presburger system
This primal grammar schematizes the language
The following example shows possible applications of primal grammars to schematize in nite complete sets of uni ers in di erent equational theories.
Example 3.5 As mentioned in Plo72], the uni cation problem P = (a x ? = x a), where the concatenation symbol is associative, has the in nite minimal complete set of uni ers CSU(P) = f x 7 ! a]; x 7 ! a a]; x 7 ! a a a]; : : : ; x 7 ! a a]; : : :g
The minimal complete set of uni ers CSU(P) can be schematized by a primal grammar G = (K; D;R;t) where the set of constructors is K = f ; ag, the set of de ned symbols is D = ffg, the Presburger system is R = ff(0) ! a;f(n + 1) ! a f (n)g, and the primal term t is the substitution x 7 !f(c)]. If the counter variable c in the primal term x 7 !f(c)]
is instantiated by a non-negative integer n and this instance is reduced to the normal form with respect to the system R, then the normal form x 7 !f(n)# R ] is the n-th substitution x 7 ! a n ] in the in nite minimal complete set of uni ers CSU(P).
The example used by Szab o in Sza82] to prove that uni cation with distributivity is in nitary is also a good candidate for schematization. The minimal complete set of uni ers for the problem P = ( The minimal set of uni ers can be schematized by a primal grammar G = (K; D;R;t) with the Presburger system R = ff(0;x) ! x;f(n + 1; x) ! x +f(n; x)g and the starting term t = x 7 !f(c;u);v 7 !f(c;y)].
The expressive power of primal grammars is not oversized, i.e., they do not allow to encode multiplication. Hence, a term of the form (f k ) n (x) cannot be expressed when starting e.g. from the primal termf(k; n; x). Otherwise, it would be possible to encode arbitrary Diophantine equations by encoding multiplication using exponents like (f k ) n and subsequently to encode also Hilbert's 10th Problem. Example 3.5 does not reveal very much of the actual schematization power of primal grammars. Our goal was only to show a possible application. It would be interesting to know in this scope whether there exists an e ective algorithm, for every associative uni cation problem P (or every uni cation problem P with distributivity), producing a primal grammar G that schematizes the in nite minimal complete set of uni ers CSU(P).
Further examples of schematizations by primal grammars can be found in Her94] and an application of primal grammars to logic programming can be found in Sal94].
Uni cation problem
Uni cation of primal terms can be presented in the standard setting of equational uni cation modulo and equational theory generated by a Presburger rewrite system. However, there exists another, more interesting semantics for the uni cation problem on primal terms. A primal term together with a Presburger system constitutes a schematization of an in nite set of terms produced from constructors and ordinary variables. In this setting, the uni cation problem of primal terms modulo a Presburger rewrite system can be interpreted as a syntactic uni cation problem of in nite sets of terms, where each in nite set is represented by a primal term.
De nition 4.1 A primal uni cation problem is a decision problem Th(R) j = 9ṽP for a closed 1 -formula 9ṽP to be satis ed in the equational theory Th(R) generated by a Presburger system R, such that P is a nite conjunction whose atoms are the identity >, the failure ?, and equations t ? = t 0 , where t and t 0 are primal terms.
The equality symbol ? = is considered as symmetric (i.e., there is no di erence between the equations t ? = t 0 and t 0 ? = t). We also assume that the conjunction P is always implicitly reduced to the normal form wrt the rewrite system f?^X ! ?;>^X ! X; X^X ! Xg where X is a variable for well-formed parts of the formula P and the conjunction^is associative and commutative.
If we speak about a uni cation problem in the sequel, we implicitly mean a primal uni cation problem. Instead of the full notation Th(R) j = 9ṽP we often write only the formula P when the Presburger system R is implicitly known. Uni cation of primal grammars G 1 = (K; D;R;t 1 ) and G 2 = (K; D;R;t 2 ) means the uni cation problem t 1 ? = t 2 . We may require that P is a non-quanti ed rst-order formula, but such a formula can be converted to a disjunctive normal form and the existential quanti er can be then distributed along the disjuncts. This implies that such a more general primal uni cation problem can be eventually converted without loss of generality to a nite disjunction of primal uni cation problems from De nition 4.1.
We are not interested only in primal uni cation as a decision problem but also in a unication algorithm for primal grammars. The main goal of this paper is to develop such a unication algorithm. This algorithm is an equational uni cation algorithm for the equational theory generated by a given Presburger system. Since the uni cation of primal grammars G 1 and G 2 can be interpreted as the uni cation of the sets L(G 1 ) and L(G 2 ) modulo a Presburger system, the uni cation type for primal grammars is obviously in nite. Nevertheless, a better analysis of primal uni cation allows us to say more about its uni cation type.
De nition 4.2 A (local) uni er of a primal uni cation problem Th(R) j = 9ṽP is a pair h ; i of an enumerator : C ?! N and an idempotent substitution : X ?! T (K; X) such that for all equations t ? = t 0 in the formula P the identity t # R = t 0 # R
holds.
We denote by U(P) the set of uni ers of the uni cation problem P. The uni er h ; i is more general than the uni er h 0 ; 0 i if there exist substitutions and such that the identities 0 = jṽ and 0 = jṽ hold, whereṽ is the set of variables of the problem P. We say that a uni er h ; i is strictly more general than h 0 ; 0 i if the previous identities hold and or is not a variable renaming. A uni er h ; i in U(P) is most general if U(P) does not contain any uni er strictly more general than h ; i on the variables of P. A complete set of uni ers of a problem P is a set CSU(P) such that the set CSU(P) is a subset of the uni ers U(P), for each uni er h ; i 2 U(P) there exists a uni er h 0 ; 0 i 2 CSU(P) that is more general than h ; i on the variables of P. The minimal complete set of uni ers CSU(P) of a problem P is a complete set of uni ers where each uni er is most general for P.
There is no possibility to generate a nal complete set of uni ers for a primal uni cation problem if we consider only the local uni ers. We need to parametrize local uni ers so that a parametrized uni er subsumes an in nite set of local uni ers.
A linear expression is a linear polynomial n 0 + n 1 c 1 + + n k c k over counter variables c 1 , . . . , c k and integer coe cients n 0 , n 1 , . . . , n k . We write Lin(C) for the class of linear expressions over the counter variables C. where l and l 0 are linear expressions. A linear expression l evaluates to an integer by an enumerator followed by application of the arithmetic operations of l. Since the arithmetic operations are obvious, we do not distinguish between the enumerated linear expression l and the evaluated integer. Nevertheless, we are obliged to require that linear expressions evaluate only to natural numbers (non-negative integers). This is guaranteed by admissible enumerators of l. An enumerator is admissible for l if l evaluates to a natural number. An enumerator is admissible for a set of linear expressions L if it is admissible for each linear expression l 2 L.
Using the linear expressions, we are prepared to de ne a suitable parametrization of local uni ers.
De nition 4.3 A global uni er of a primal uni cation problem Th(R) j = 9ṽP is a pair h ; i of idempotent substitutions : C ?! Lin(C) and : X ?! T P(K;D;X;C) such that for all equations t ? = t 0 in the formula P the identity t # R = t 0 # R (4) holds for all admissible enumerators . In the case of local uni ers, the application order of the parts and in the identity (3) is irrelevant, because the substitution does not introduce counter variables and the enumerator is a ground substitution. On the other hand, in the case of global uni ers, it is important to apply the substitution before in the identity (4) The aim of this article is to prove that for all primal uni cation problems P there exists a semilinear complete set of uni ers CSU(P) and to present an algorithm that computes from P a nite disjunction of global uni ers that subsumes the set CSU(P).
We de ned linear and semilinear complete sets of uni ers in the scope of the presented schematization, but these notions can be generalized to every decidable parametrization of uni ers. By the same token, we can de ne the linear and semilinear uni cation types. An equational theory E is of uni cation type (semi)linear if for all uni cation problems modulo E there exists a (semi)linear complete set of uni ers. It would be interesting to know which of the in nitary equational theories are of uni cation type linear or semilinear. Especially, it would be interesting to know whether associativity or distributivity are linear or semilinear.
The following example illustrates the relation between local and global uni ers. which subsumes the set CSU(P).
Uni cation algorithm
The presented uni cation algorithm transforms each primal uni cation problem P into a simpler problem P 0 and a nite set (or conjunction) of linear Diophantine equations L.
Within the uni cation algorithm, it is sometimes necessary to separate an equation t ? = t 0 from the rest of the problem P, perform several operations on this separated problem, and incorporate the partial result into the rest of the original problem. Therefore we need the following structures.
De nition 5.1 A mixed uni cation problem is a pair (L; P) where P is a primal uni cation problem and L is a nite conjunction of linear Diophantine equations. A separated uni cation problem is a mixed problem (L; P) where P is an atomic equation. The linear Diophantine system L serves as a constraint for the formula P in the mixed uni cation problem (L; P). The solutions of a linear Diophantine system L are always considered in natural numbers (non-negative integers). The uni cation algorithm combines syntactic uni cation with a narrowing procedure. Steps of syntactic uni cation are performed on mixed problems, whereas narrowing steps are performed on separated problems. The algorithm consists of two interconnected procedures, both presented by transition rules.
If the uni cation problem (L 0 ; P 0 ) can be deduced from the problem (L; P) by application of one of the transition rules, then we denote it by (L; P)`(L 0 ; P 0 ). The subscript Q in`Q indicates the explicit use of the transition rule Q in the deduction step. By` we denote the re exive and transitive closure of`. In both procedures, the expression equation t ? = t 0 is localized in the proviso means that no other transition rule can be applied to t ? = t 0 than the given rule with this condition. The main procedure is an extension of the usual uni cation procedure for rst-order terms (cf. JK91]), operating on mixed problems. For solving the primal uni cation problem P, it starts with the mixed problem (>; P). The main procedure consists of an exhaustive application of the transition rules presented in Figure 1 .
The rst six rules are not very di erent from the transition rules for syntactic uni cation. They perform the usual operations on constructors and ordinary variables without a ecting the Diophantine system L. The transition rule Check declares an occur check only in the case when the variable x is present in the wrap of the term t. The variable x may occur below a de ned symbol in t without triggering an occur check. This case is treated by a transition rule in the subordinate procedure.
On the other hand, the last ve rules prepare the treatment of de ned symbols in the subordinate procedure and also receive its results.
The rule Purify puri es an equation t ? = t 0 before it is treated by the subordinate procedure. The puri cation consists of elimination of the counter variables that occur in both primal terms t and t 0 . We know when to stop a potentially in nite deduction process in the subordinate procedure only if the considered equations t The primal terms in equations t ? = t 0 to be solved may contain arbitrary counter expressions, not only counter variables, as counters of de ned symbols in t and t 0 . However, the subordinate procedure is valid only for equations with primal terms which contain only variables as counters. Therefore it is necessary to perform a preprocessing by the rule Lift of the starting mixed uni cation problem (>; P) which consists of lifting each non-variable counter expression n in P to a new counter variable c and keeping track of this variable abstraction by adding the equation c ? = n to the Diophantine system L.
For e ciency reasons, it is preferable to apply exhaustively the Simplify rule to a unication problem before an application of Lift. The Simplify rule reduces the primal terms of a uni cation problem P by a Presburger system R. An exhaustive application of this rule guarantees that all primal terms in P will be irreducible with respect to R.
The Separate rule calls the subordinate procedure with a puri ed separated problem (>; t ? = t 0 ) as input and creates, in its conclusion, as many alternative branches as there are pairs (L i ; P i ) in the result of this call. As we shall see later, the result of a call to the subordinate procedure can be always expressed as a nite disjunction. 
Subordinate procedure
The transition rules of the main procedure do not treat the de ned symbols present in a primal uni cation problem. This is done by a subordinate uni cation procedure acting on separated uni cation problems. The subordinate procedure is called by the transition rule Separate with a puri ed problem (>; t ? = t 0 ) as its input. The subordinate procedure, that builds a deduction tree through an exhaustive application of the transition rules presented in Figure 2 , does not call the main procedure recursively, but returns back to the point from where it was called.
The same remarks, as those made for the main procedure, can be written also for the rst four transition rules of the subordinate procedure. = t 0 as it is to the main procedure. The main procedure is then in charge to apply the Eliminate or Coalesce rules followed by puri cation steps if they are necessary. Hence, the counter purity of all equations t ? = t 0 in a uni cation problem remains invariant during the application of all transition rules of the subordinate procedure.
The Fork rule produces an or-branching in the deduction process. Its conclusion consists of a case analysis with two alternatives: the rst one is called basic edge, the second one inductive edge, respectively produced by the basic and inductive rules for the de ned symbolf. The separated problem (L;f(c;ñ;t) ? = t 0 ) upon which we apply the Fork rule is called the forked problem wheref(c;ñ;t) ? = t 0 is called the forked equation. The primal termf(c;ñ;t) in that equation is called the forked term andf is called the forked symbol. Although only the instantiation of the active counter c is indicated in the Fork rule, we implicitly understand that all occurrences of the counter variable c in the forked termf(c;ñ;t) are instantiated in the conclusion of the transition rule.
The Decompose rule produces an and-branching in the deduction process. Its conclusion consists of a conjunction of separated problems. The number of edges in the conclusion of the Decompose rule is determined by the arity of the constructor f upon which the decomposition has been performed.
The Relax rule replaces a non-active counter expression c + 1 inside the counters of a de ned symbolf by a new counter variable c 0 . These counter expressions c + 1 may be constructed during a deduction by the subordinate procedure. They are due to the inductive edge of the Fork rule, followed by an application of Simplify, if the inductive rule for the forked symbolf has the form (2) with coupled counter variables. The Relax rule must be eventually used before another application of Fork. We store the replacement of c + 1 by c 0 in the Diophantine system L in the form c ? = c 0 ? 1 since the Relax rule expresses a counter decreasing process opposite to an increasing process in the inductive edge of a Fork. According to De nition 3.1, we assume that whenever an ordinary variable x occurs in a left-hand side of a rewrite rule for a de ned symbolf in a Presburger system R, then this variable occurs also in a right-hand side of the basic rule or the inductive rule (it can occur in both or only in one of them where the additional conditions 8i8j((c i = c j ) (i = j)) and 8i8j((x i = x j ) (i = j)) are satis ed.
The conjunction of presolved forms (L 1 ; P 1 ), . . . , (L n ; P n ) is the presolved form (L 1^ ^L n ; P 1^ ^P n ). The disjunction of presolved forms (L 1 ; P 1 ), . . . , (L n ; P n ) is the formula (L 1 ; P 1 ) _ _ (L n ; P n ).
A quasi-solution is a nite disjunction of presolved forms. A solution is a nite disjunction of solved forms. We say that is a complete quasi-solution of a separated puri- We also say that is a complete solution of a primal uni cation problem P if the solution subsumes the set CSU(P). Solved forms correspond to global uni ers, i.e., we can interpret and use each solved form from the disjunction as a global uni er. As for the output of both procedures, the main procedure produces a solution of a uni cation problem whereas the subordinate procedure produces a quasi-solution of a separated puri ed problem, provided we know how to stop potentially in nite deductions.
The subordinate procedure constructs a potentially in nite deduction tree whose leaves are presolved forms with the second part consisting of an atomic equation. The leaves are not solved forms since the subordinate procedure does not contain the transition rules Eliminate, Coalesce, and Dio.
Reconstitution procedure We must reconstitute the quasi-solution for the initial separated problem (>; P) in a bottomup way. Starting from the leaves, we reconstitute presolved forms for all nodes in the deduction tree from the bottom to the top. We label each node in the tree by a disjunction of presolved forms as follows:
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Each leaf is labeled by the presolved form that is present in that leaf. If there is an and-branching L;P L;P 1^ ^L;P n (Decompose) and each node (L; P i ) in the conclusion is labeled by a formula i , then the node (L; P) is labeled by the formula 1^ ^ n converted to its disjunctive normal form.
If there is an or-branching L;P L 1 ; P 1 _ L 2 ; P 2 (Fork) and the nodes (L 1 ; P 1 ) and (L 2 ; P 2 ) are labeled by the formul 1 and 2 , respectively, then the node (L; P) is labeled by the formula 1 _ 2 . If there is a non-branching deduction step (L; P)`(L 0 ; P 0 ) in the tree and the node (L 0 ; P 0 ) is labeled by the formula then the node (L; P) is also labeled by the formula .
The described reconstitution is purely hypothetic because the constructed deduction tree is potentially in nite. Moreover, we cannot return back to the main procedure with an in nite disjunction. We will learn rst how to prune the potentially in nite tree to a nite one. Then, an extension of the described reconstruction will constitute the method for construction of complete quasi-solutions for separated puri ed problems.
Finding similarities in the deduction tree
The core of the in nite behavior of the subordinate procedure is the use of the Fork rule coupled with the use of the rules Simplify, Relax, and Decompose. In fact, the Fork is the actual engine of in nite deductions.
Lemma 5.3 Each exhaustive application of the transition rules Trivial, Decompose, Con ict, Check, Bang, Simplify, and Relax in the subordinate procedure constitutes a nite deduction.
Proof: An application of a rule Trivial, Con ict or Check evidently terminates a deduction branch. For the rest, we introduce for each transition rule a monotone well-founded ordering in which the premise of a rule is greater that each edge of its conclusion. We analyze the application of the transition rules Decompose, Simplify, Bang, and Relax in a deduction step.
If 
De nition 5.6 Let T be a deduction tree constructed by the subordinate procedure from a separated problem (L; P).
A separated problem (L 0 ; P 0 ) is a similar descendant of (L; P) if (L 0 ; P 0 ) is deduced from (L; P) in one or more deduction steps and (L 0 ; P 0 ) is similar to (L; P). A separated problem (L 0 ; P 0 ) is a closest similar descendant of (L; P) if (L 0 ; P 0 ) is a similar descendant of (L; P) and there are no other similar descendants in the deduction (L; P)` (L 0 ; P 0 ). The complete set of descendants of (L; P), denoted by CSD(L; P), is the set of all closest similar descendants of (L; P) in the deduction tree T. If (L; P) is a node in a deduction tree T generated by the subordinate procedure it does not mean that the problem (L; P) has a similar descendant. A separated uni cation problem (L; P) can have none, one or more closest similar descendants depending on the structure of P.
The following theorem presents the key tool for deciding when to stop unfolding a potentially in nite deduction tree. Its proof is based on the counter purity of the considered separated uni cation problem and on the existence of a precedence on the de ned symbols D. Theorem 5.7 Let T be a deduction tree constructed by the subordinate procedure from a separated uni cation problem. Every in nite branch of T contains two separated problems (L; P) and (L 0 ; P 0 ) such that (L 0 ; P 0 ) is a similar descendant of (L; P). Proof: Let be an in nite branch of the deduction tree T. Such an in nite branch can be deduced only by an in nite number of applications of the transition rules Decompose, Fork, Simplify, and Relax. No in nite branch of T contains an in nite number of basic edges of Fork since each basic edge reduces the number of counter variables occurring in the separated problem, i.e., one of the counter variables is instantiated by 0 in the basic edge of Fork. The same argument applies to the Bang rule. Thus, we can assume without loss of generality that the in nite branch contains no basic edges of Fork and no applications of the Bang rule. According to Lemma 5.3, there must be an in nite number of inductive edges from applications of Fork in the in nite branch .
Let us call t-terms the left-hand sides of the equations t i ? = t 0 i (i.e., the sequence of primal terms t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t i , . . . ) and t 0 -terms the right-hand sides of the equations t i Both sequencesG andD are in nite. If there were one sequence, sayD, nite then starting from a position p in the branch only the t-terms would be forked whereas the t 0 -terms would only be Decompose-d. This is evidently impossible since we cannot in nitely decompose a nite term.
For each forked problem (L i ; P i ) 2F we denote its forked symbol byĝ i if (L i ; P i ) 2G and byd i if (L i ; P i ) 2D. This way we construct the sequences of forked symbolsĜ andD for the sequences of forked problemsG andD, respectively.
Let us analyze what happens to the t-terms on the branch between two consecutive forked problems (L i ; t i ? = t 0 i ) and (L j ; t j ? = t 0 j ) in the sequenceG. The same analysis applies also to the t 0 -terms between two consecutive forked problems in the sequenceD. The forked term t i is headed by the forked symbolĝ i , the forked term t j is headed by the forked symbolĝ j . The inductive edge of Fork applied to (L i ; t i ? = t 0 i ) is immediately followed by a Simplify rule: the t-termĝ i (n + 1;c;t) is reduced to another t-term by the inductive rewrite rule for the de ned symbolĝ i . Other Fork steps can appear in the deduction (L i ; t i ? = t 0 i )` (L j ; t j ? = t 0 j ) but they a ect only the t 0 -terms. The Relax rule does not a ect the de ned symbols in tterms. Each conclusion edge of the Decompose rule contains a subset of the de ned symbols that occur in the decomposed equation, this transition rule cannot introduce other de ned symbols. Only the transition rule Simplify can change de ned symbols in t-terms.
Letĝ i (n + 1;c;x) ! r i be the inductive rewrite rule for the de ned symbolĝ i . Each de ned symbolf which occurs in r i is smaller or equal toĝ i in the precedence according to De nition 3.1. Hence, the Simplify rule can only introduce de ned symbols that are smaller in the precedence than the forked symbol. A primal term has only nitely many redexes, therefore we can get by exhaustive decomposition only nitely many times a new forked symbolĝ 2Ĝ that is greater in the precedence than the previous forked symbolf 2Ĝ.
This implies that, starting from an index n 0 , the sequence of forked symbols inĜ (as well asD) is non-increasing with respect to the precedence , i.e., for allĝ i ;ĝ j 2Ĝ, if j > i > n 0 holds thenĝ i ĝ j holds, too.
Starting from the index n 0 , the sequencesĜ andD of forked symbols are non-increasing and in nite, the precedence on de ned symbols is well-founded, hence starting from an index n 1 > n 0 the forked symbols inĜ (as well as inD) do not change any more. Therefore there exist two de ned symbolsĝ andd such that the identitiesĝ n =ĝ andd n =d hold for all forked symbolsĝ n 2Ĝ andd n 2D, respectively, where n > n 1 . Starting from n 1 , only the de ned symbolĝ is forked in the t-terms and only the de ned symbold is forked in the t 0 -terms in the branch .
A t-term has only nitely many redexes headed by the de ned symbolĝ. This implies that starting from an index n 2 > n 1 , the forked symbolĝ in the inductive edge of each Fork applied to a t-term is then matched by the inductive rewrite ruleĝ(n + 1;c;x) ! r 2 when Simplify is applied. The symbolĝ occurs in the right-hand side r 2 of the rewrite rule, hence the forked symbolĝ is reintroduced in the reduced term by Simplify. Hence, for all i > n 2 , the forked symbolĝ in the t-term t i is that symbol reintroduced through a reduction by the inductive rewrite ruleĝ(n+1;c;x) ! r 2 . The same argument can be applied to the symbold and the t 0 -terms.
Take the subbranch 0 of starting at the position n 2 and consider the sequences of forked termsG andD after the index n 2 . From the structure of the inductive rewrite ruleĝ(n+1;c;x) ! r 2 follows that r 0 i is a variable renaming of r 2 . Hence, the redexes of r 0 i at the positions A are either counter variable renamings of the t-termĝ(c;ñ;p), if the applied inductive rewrite rule is of the type (1), or di er from it only at one counter position in the case of coupled counters: instead of n j there is the counter expression n j + 1 in r 0 i for a counter variable n j 2ñ. Each counter expression n j + 1 must be eventually Relax-ed to a new variable n 0 j before the next application of Fork to a t-term. After an exhaustive application of Relax, the redexes at the positions A are counter variable renamings of the t-termĝ(c;ñ;p). Some of these redexes can be dropped by decomposition but at least one of the redexes is always inherited. These redexes cannot be changed by Fork, Simplify or Relax applied to t 0 -terms. Hence follows that for the t-terms t i and t j (t 0 -terms t 0 i and t 0 j ) of two consecutive forked problems fromG (fromD) there exists a renaming i such that the identity t j = t i i (t 0 j = t 0 i i ) holds.
Consider the constructor wrap of the t 0 -terms. Only the Simplify rule increases the constructor wrap. If a t 0 -term t 0 i is Decompose-d to t 0 i+1 then the constructor wrap of t 0 i+1 is a proper subterm of Wrp(t 0 i ). The transition rules Fork and Relax do not change the constructor wrap. The wraps of the t 0 -terms inD are empty. Hence, the maximal constructor wrap w (with respect to the proper subterm relation) of the t 0 -terms on the branch 0 is the constructor wrap introduced through the reduction by the inductive rule for the de ned symbold when Simplify is applied.
Consider the t 0 -terms in the sequence of forked problemsG. The constructor wraps of the t 0 -terms in two consecutive forked problems fromG can be di erent. There exist only nitely many subterms of the maximal constructor wrap w and there are in nitely many t 0 -terms inG. Hence, using the pigeonhole principle, there exist two di erent forked problems (L i ; t i ? = t 0 i ) and (L j ; t j ? = t 0 j ) inG where j > i > n 2 , such that Wrp(t 0 i ) = Wrp(t 0 j ) holds.
From the previous part follows that t 0 i and t 0 j di er only in some counter variables. The t-term t j is a counter variable renaming of the forked term t i , as proved before. Thus the equation t j ? = t 0 j is a counter variable renaming of t i ? = t 0 i since both equations are puri ed.
Only the Fork and Relax rules add new equations to the linear Diophantine system L. 
Closing a pruned deduction tree
Theorem 5.7 proves that although a deduction tree T may be in nite, there exists always a pair of similar problems (L; P) and (L 0 ; P 0 ) found on each in nite branch. In practice, there is no need to unfold further the problem (L 0 ; P 0 ) since each deduction from (L 0 ; P 0 ) is only a repetition of a deduction from (L; P). The di erence between a deduction from (L; P) and a corresponding deduction from its similar descendant (L 0 ; P 0 ) is expressed in terms of a shift and a renaming , such that the identities L 0 = L and P 0 = P hold. Hence, we can prune each branch of a deduction tree T as soon as a problem similar to an antecedent problem on that branch has been deduced. By a systematic pruning of the deduction tree T we obtain the pruned deduction tree T that has the desired property to be nite. Since every pruned deduction tree is nite, following Theorem 5.7, the complete set of descendants CSD(L; P) is nite for every separated problem (L; P).
The pruned deduction tree T constructed from a separated uni cation problem (L; P) is the starting point of the extended reconstruction of the complete quasi-solution of (L; P) in the subordinate procedure. In addition to the previously described reconstruction steps, the extended reconstruction contains a step called closing. A closing step is performed in a pruned deduction tree between a separated problem and its similar descendants. It consists of a parametrization of deductions in a pruned tree T and it can be also interpreted as a search for the xpoint of the deduction tree T.
Let (L; P) be a separated problem with a non-empty complete set of descendants. Let T be a deduction tree constructed from (L; P) by the subordinate procedure, with the corresponding pruned tree T. The closing of T is performed between the closest similar descendants in CSD(L; P) and the problem (L; P). This closing assumes that the extended reconstitution steps have been performed for all nodes in T except for the nodes in CSD(L; P) and for the problem (L; P). This assumption is compatible with the bottom-up nature of the extended reconstitution process.
The closing of the pruned tree T depends on the con guration of the branchings generated in T by the transition rules Decompose and Fork. According to this con guration, the quasi-solutions in T are divided into two classes. The quasi-solutions originating from the basic edges of all Fork branchings in T form the basis of the problem (L; P). On the other hand, the multiplier of (L; P) is formed by the quasi-solution originating from those Decompose branchings in T that occur in the inductive branches after the last applications of Fork.
De nition 5.8 Let (L; P) be a separated problem with a non-empty complete set of descendants CSD(L; P). Let T be the deduction tree constructed by the subordinate procedure from (L; P) with the corresponding pruned tree T. Let be the nite set of positions of all closest similar descendants CSD(L; P) in T.
The basis of (L; P) is the quasi-solution B reconstituted from the tree T ?] obtained from T by replacing all closest similar descendants in CSD(L; P) by the failure ?.
The multiplier of (L; P) is the quasi-solution M, a positive formula in disjunctive normal form logically equivalent to :B^G, where G is the formula reconstituted from the tree T >] obtained from T by replacing all closest similar descendants in CSD(L; P) by the identity >. =ĝ(c 0 1 ; y)).
The basis B and the multiplier M of a separated problem (L; P) are both formul in disjunctive normal form whose atoms are problems deduced in the leaves of the pruned deduction tree T. Each leaf of T belongs either to B or to M but it cannot belong to both. The leaves that contribute to B are derived from those instantiations of counter variables in (L; P) that do not generate any similarities with (L; P). The leaves that contribute to M are derived from those instantiations of counter variables in (L; P) that generate a quasisolution to be added to a new basis deduced from the problems in CSD(L; P). If we replace all closest similar descendants CSD(L; P) in the pruned tree T by the failure ? and then we reconstitute the quasi-solution for it, we obtain evidently the basis B of (L; P). If we replace all closest similar descendants CSD(L; P) in T by the identity > and then we reconstitute the quasi-solution for it, we obtain a formula G that contains the multiplier M of (L; P) but also the basis B. To obtain only the multiplier M itself, we eliminate the basis B from the formula G by constructing the conjunction :B^G, followed by its reduction to the disjunctive normal form with the simultaneous application of the additional rewrite rules :x^x ! ? and ? _ x ! x, where the conjunction^and disjunction _ symbols are associative and commutative. The resulting formula M is a well-formed quasi-solution since the formula G contains the basis B and the exhaustive application of the rewrite rule :x^x ! ? to every formula equivalent to :B^G eventually annihilates all the negations. The basis B and the multiplier M of a separated problem (L; P) are formul determined by the deduction tree T. For each closest similar descendant (L 0 ; P 0 ) of (L; P) the deduction tree T contains a new iteration of the basis B 0 and multiplier M 0 . To perform the closing step on the pruned tree T between the problem (L; P) and all its closest similar descendants CSD(L; P), we need to parametrize the basis B and the multiplier M. The basis B and the multiplier M di er from their iterations B 0 and M 0 , respectively, by the corresponding shift . This iteration process can be continued from B 0 and M 0 . Hence, the parametrized basis and multiplier subsume the whole sequence of iterated bases and multipliers, respectively, in the deduction tree T. A substitution of a natural number n into a parametrized basis or multiplier yields the n-th iteration of the basis B or multiplier M, respectively, in the deduction tree T.
De nition 5.10 Let (L; P) be a separated problem with a non-empty complete set of descendants CSD(L; P). Let = l 0 ij , respectively. Let us denote byc the set of all counter variables in the linear expressions l ij and l 0 ij . These counter variables are formally introduced through the shift , i.e., we have thatc = CRan( ) for a given shift . We callc the shifted variables of the basis and the multiplier. The shifted variablesc in the quasi-solutions B( ; n) and M( ; n) are always considered local to the global basis and to the global multiplier, whether n is a counter variable or an arithmetic constant. Hence, there is a problem with the scope of the shifted variables if we form a conjunction of two di erent iterations of the basis or of the multiplier. On the contrary, there is no problem with the scope of the shifted variables in disjunctions. Therefore we do not need to apply a refreshment when we form a disjunction of two iterations of the global basis or the global multiplier. E.g., the formula B( ; i) _ B( ; i + 1) is wellformed since there is a solution for a given problem in the iteration B( ; i) or in the iteration B( ; i + 1), and it does not matter that we seek this solution with syntactically the same copy of shifted variables.
The global basis B( ; n) and the global multiplier M( ; n) of (L; P) cover every leaf of the deduction tree T because the basis B and the multiplier M of (L; P) cover every leaf of the pruned tree T. We show how to combine the global basis and the global multiplier in the closing step to reconstitute the complete quasi-solution of a separated problem (L; P).
We analyze rst the speci c case when the complete set of descendants CSD(L; P) contains only one closest similar descendant of (L; P). These results are then extended by induction to complete sets of descendants with more elements.
Unique closest similar descendant
Let (L 0 ; P 0 ) be the unique closest similar descendant of a separated problem (L; P). Two subcases must be analyzed separately when a closing step is performed between (L 0 ; P 0 ) and (L; P).
Case 1: Suppose that the multiplier of (L; P) is syntactically empty, i.e., all leaves of the pruned tree T, except those in CSD(L; P), belong to the basis B. This also means that the basis B is iterated without any additional quasi-solution. Hence, the global basis B( ; n) subsumes the complete quasi-solution of (L; P), where is the shift between the problem (L; P) and its unique closest similar descendant. Theorem 5.11 Let (L; P) be a separated problem and (L 0 ; P 0 ) its unique closest similar descendant such that the identities L 0 = L and P 0 = P hold, where is a shift and is a renaming. If the quasi-solution B is the basis of (L; P) and the multiplier of (L; P) is empty, then B( ; n) is the complete quasi-solution of (L; P). Proof: Let T be the deduction tree produced by the subordinate procedure from the problem (L; P) with its pruned tree T. Let (L 1 ; P 1 ) be a leaf of T di erent from (L 0 ; P 0 ). Then there exists a leaf (L 0 1 ; P 0 1 ) of T deduced from (L 0 ; P 0 ), such that the identities L 0 1 = L 1 and P 0 = P 1 hold. This is due to the fact that the deduction (L; P)` (L 1 ; P 1 ) is equivalent to the deduction (L 0 ; P 0 )` (L 0 1 ; P 0 1 ) up to renaming of variables. Since the problems (L; P) and (L 0 ; P 0 ) are similar, we derive also the similarity between the problems (L 1 ; P 1 ) and (L 0 1 ; P 0 1 ).
The basis B = B( ; 0) is reconstituted from all leaves of the pruned tree T except (L 0 ; P 0 ). From the similarity argument follows that the problem (L 0 ; P 0 ) has also a unique closest similar descendant (L 00 ; P 00 ). We can perform the reconstitution for (L 0 ; P 0 ), obtaining this way the basis B 0 of (L 0 ; P 0 ). As we showed, for each leaf constructed in the deduction tree T there exists a similar leaf constructed in the pruned tree T. Hence, the basis B 0 is similar to the basis B, where the di erence is expressed by the shift and the renaming . This implies that the basis B 0 of (L 0 ; P 0 ) is equal to the iteration B( ; 1). By induction we obtain this way an in nite sequence of bases B( ; 0); B( ; 1); : : :; B( ; i); : : : Since the multiplier of (L; P) is empty, no quasi-solution is added to the basis B 0 during the reconstitution of the quasi-solution of (L; P). Hence, by induction we get the in nite Case 2: Suppose that there is at least one leaf of the pruned tree T belonging to the multiplier of (L; P). This means that we must add the multiplier M to the next iteration of the basis B 0 when we perform a closing step between the problem (L; P) and its unique closest similar descendant.
Theorem 5.12 Let (L; P) be a separated problem and (L 0 ; P 0 ) its unique closest similar descendant, such that the identities L 0 = L and P 0 = P hold, where is a shift and is a renaming. If the quasi-solution B is the basis and the quasi-solution M is the nonempty multiplier, respectively, of (L; P), and , 0 are shifted variable refreshments, then the formula B( ; 0) _ B( ; 1)^M( ; 0) _ B( ; n + 2)^M( ; n + 1) ^M( ; n) 0 in disjunctive normal form is the complete quasi-solution of (L; P). Proof: The The obtained formula is still unusable since its length depends on the parameter n.
We must show that the conjunction n+1 i=0 M( ; i) i is equivalent to the conjunction of the last two iterations M( ; n+1) n+1^M ( ; n) n for every n. Let Nevertheless, there are separated problems (L; P) with a unique closest similar descendant for which Theorem 5.12 constructs a complete quasi-solution that is unnecessarily complicated. In particular, this is the case when the P-part of the multiplier M does not depend on the shifted variablesc . In this case, the complete quasi-solution of (L; P) can be expressed by a simpler formula.
Corollary 5.13 Let (L; P) be a separated problem and (L 0 ; P 0 ) its unique closest similar descendant, such that the identities L 0 = L and P 0 = P hold, where is a shift and is a renaming. If the quasi-solution B is the basis and the quasi-solution M is the non-empty multiplier, respectively, of (L; P), is a shifted variable refreshment, and the P-part of M contains no shifted variables, then the formula B( ; 0)_B( ; n+1)^M( ; n) in disjunctive normal form is the complete quasi-solution of (L; P).
Proof
it is equal to the original P-part P c ] of the multiplier M. Therefore, the conjunction n i=0 M( ; i) i is equivalent to M( ; n) n , what implies the formula B( ; 0) _B( ; n+1)^M( ; n) n to be the complete quasi-solution of (L; P). 2 5.2.2 Multiple closest similar descendants Suppose that the complete set of descendants CSD(L; P) contains more than one closest similar descendant of a problem (L; P). Evidently the closest similar descendants in CSD(L; P) occur at parallel positions of the pruned tree T. We show by induction on the size of CSD(L; P) that a closing step between the complete set of descendants CSD(L; P) and the problem (L; P) is constructed as a combination of individual closing steps between (L i ; P i ) and (L; P) for all closest similar descendants (L i ; P i ) from the set CSD(L; P). The following theorem describes a recurrent method for constructing this combination based on individual closing steps with unique closest similar descendants.
Theorem 5.14 Let (L; P) be a separated problem whose complete set of descendants contains more than one element. Let T be the deduction tree constructed by the subordinate procedure from (L; P) with the corresponding pruned tree T. Let be the set of positions of all closest similar descendants CSD(L; P) in T, with a particular position p 2 and a nonempty rest ? = ? fpg. If is the quasi-solution reconstructed from the tree T >] ? and is the quasi-solution reconstructed from the tree T >] p then the formula ^ in disjunctive normal form is the complete quasi-solution of (L; P). Proof: Let us call the descendant (L 0 ; P 0 ) at the position p in the pruned tree T as the selected descendant and the rest S = CSD(L; P) ? f(L 0 ; P 0 )g as the postponed descendants.
Assume that the hypothetic reconstitution from the deduction tree T yields the formula 0 for the selected descendant (L 0 ; P 0 ) and the formul 0 i for the postponed descendants (L 0 i ; P 0 i ) from the rest S, respectively. The lowest common ancestor in the deduction tree T between the selected descendant (L; P) and each postponed descendant (L 0 i ; P 0 i ) is a decomposition and-branching. Let (L 00 i ; P 00 i ) be the lowest common ancestor of (L; P) and (L 0 i ; P 0 i ). Let the hypothetic reconstitution at the problem (L 00 i ; P 00 i ) yield the formula 00 from the branch leading to (L; P) and the formula 00 i from the branch leading to (L 0 i ; P 0 i ). Hence the problem (L 00 i ; P 00 i ) is labeled by the formula 00^ 00 i^ where is a formula reconstituted from the supplementary branches. We repeat this construction for each postponed descendant (L 0 i ; P 0 i ). Let ( L; P) be the premise of the highest decomposition in T among all considered lowest common ancestors. The problem ( L; P) is labeled by the formula ^ ^ , where is the formula reconstituted from the branch leading to (L; P), i is the formula reconstituted from the branch leading to (L 0 i ; P 0 i ) for all i = 1; : : :; n in the conjunction = 1^ ^ n , and is a formula reconstituted from the supplementary branches.
The formula ^ ^ is equivalent to ( ^ )^( ^ ). At the problem ( L; P), the formula ^ is reconstituted from the tree T >] ? and the formula ^ is reconstituted, by induction hypothesis, from the tree T >] p . This reconstitution continues from ( L; P) to the problem (L; P) at the root of the deduction tree T.
Suppose that a formula ( ^ ) _ is reconstituted in an or-branching node q between ( L; P) and (L; P) in the deduction tree T, where _ is reconstituted at the node q in the tree T >] ? and _ is reconstituted at the node q in the tree T >] p . Since the identity ( _ )^( _ ) = ( ^ ) _ holds, we can construct the rst formula as a conjunction of the two other formul .
Suppose that a formula ( ^ )^ is reconstituted in an and-branching node q between ( L; P) and (L; P) in the deduction tree T, where ^ is reconstituted at the node q in the tree T >] ? and ^ is reconstituted at the node q in the tree T >] p . Since the identity ( ^ )^( ^ ) = ( ^ )^ holds, we can construct the rst formula as a conjunction of the two other formul .
From the previous fact about the or-and and-branchings, and by structural induction on the nodes of the deduction tree T follows that if is the formula reconstituted at the root of the tree T >] ? and is the formula reconstituted at the root of the tree T >] p then ^ is the formula reconstituted at the root of the tree T. Since the tree T >] ? contains a unique closest similar descendant (L 0 ; P 0 ) of the problem (L; P), we get the quasi-solution also by the extended reconstitution of the pruned tree T >] ? , according to Theorems 5.11 and 5.12.
By induction hypothesis, we get the quasi-solution also by the extended reconstitution of the pruned tree T >] p . Therefore the formula ^ in disjunctive normal form is the complete quasi-solution of the problem (L; P). 2
The proof of Theorem 5.14 uses extensively the fact that boolean conjunction is associative and commutative. This indicates that the selected descendant can be chosen at random from the complete set of descendants.
The complete set of descendants CSD(L; P) can contain two problems (L 0 ; P 0 ) and (L 00 ; P 00 ) which satisfy the identities L 0 0 = L 0 and L 00 0 = L 00 for shifts 0 and 00 , and renamings 0 and 00 , but the shifts may be incompatible, i.e., one excludes the solutions of the other. This incompatibility is not discovered by the subordinate procedure, since the extended reconstruction does not solve the linear Diophantine systems in the quasi-solutions. This incompatibility is determined in the main procedure by the transition rule Dio.
Remark: It is not necessary to transform yielded formul to disjunctive normal form at every stage of the extended reconstitution of quasi-solutions. Nevertheless, we need to return a quasi-solution in disjunctive normal form to the main procedure. Hence, it is su cient in practice to perform only one transformation at the end of the extended reconstitution. Proof: Lemma 5.3 and Theorem 5.7 determine that the pruned deduction tree is nite for each separated puri ed uni cation problem. The reconstitution procedure performed on pruned trees is nite and a closing step is also nite following Theorems 5.11, 5.12, and 5.14, hence the extended reconstitution on pruned trees is nite. 2 We need to de ne an interpretation for formul built upon mixed uni cation problems in order to prove soundness and completeness of the primal uni cation algorithm. Let be the set of all pairs h ; i such that : C ?! N is an enumerator and : X ?! T (K; X) is an idempotent substitution. Let be the set of all formul built upon the mixed problems (L; P) and closed under conjunction and disjunction. In other words, every mixed problem (L; P) is a member of , if 2 and 2 then ( ^ ) 2 and ( _ ) 2 . The interpretation of a formula from with respect to a Presburger system R is de ned Proof: We need to prove that the subordinate procedure is sound and complete, and that its result is a quasi-solution for every separated puri ed uni cation problem.
Soundness: We need to prove that the inclusion ] ]
0 ] ] between interpretations of the premise and the conclusion 0 is satis ed for each transition rule of the subordinate procedure.
The transition rules Trivial, Decompose, Con ict, and Check do not di er substantially from the same transition rules in syntactic uni cation. The Decompose rule di ers from a standard decomposition rule in the conclusion, but this syntactic di erence is necessary only to preserve separated uni cation problems. The conclusion of the Decompose rule is a conjunction, hence its interpretation is the same as in standard decomposition in syntactic uni cation. This conjunction is reclaimed during the reconstitution procedure. Therefore the rst four transition rules are sound.
Let Completeness: We need to prove the inclusion ] ] 0 ] ] between interpretation of the premise and the conclusion 0 of each transition rule of the subordinate procedure. Each primal term can be seen as a strati ed encapsulation of constructor wraps and redexes. The transition rules of the subordinate procedure can be divided into two groups. The rst group consists of the transition rules that act on constructor wraps: Trivial, Decompose, Con ict, and Check. The second group consists of the transition rules that act on redexes: Fork, Bang, Simplify, and Relax. We can perform the completeness proof for these two groups separately and independently. This follows from the fact that the normal form wrt R of each enumerated primal term is a term from the algebra T (K; X). Instead of interleaving the transition rules of both groups, we may think of the subordinate procedure as working in the following way: (1) nondeterministically guessing an enumerator and apply it to a separated equation t = t 0 # R since both sides of it are terms from T (K; X). This run produces a local uni er or a failure, depending on the guess of the enumerator .
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The transition rules 0 of the rst group are complete since they satisfy the inclusion ] ]
0 ] ]. This follows from the completeness of syntactic uni cation. We do not loose soundness of these rules, neither if the root symbols in Decompose and Con ict are required to be constructors since the de ned symbols at root are treated by Fork, nor if the variable x in Check is tested for occurrence only in the constructor wrap of the term t since the complementary case is treated by Bang. To prove completeness of the second group of transition rules, we must show that they successively generate all potential enumerators and that rewriting of enumerated equations to the normal form wrt R conserves quasi-solutions. The Presburger system R is con uent and terminating, hence the normal form of every enumerated equation exists and it is unique. The key point of the completeness proof is the analysis of the Fork rule. We must show that all possible instantiations are successively applied to a counter variable and that all counter variables are instantiated. The Fork rule instantiates the active counter of a forked term. Since each natural number is either 0 or a successor of a natural number, the orbranching in the conclusion of Fork covers inductively all instantiations of the active counter variable by all natural numbers. The redexes in the right-hand side terms r 1 and r 2 from the basic and inductive rewrite rules, respectively, for a de ned symbolf belong to the approximation of the forked term, hence by induction on the well-founded precedence on de ned symbols D the previous statement holds for all counter variables in forked terms. If counter variables are trapped in an equation x ? = t in the term t without the possibility of being enumerated and the variable x does not occur in the wrap Wrp(t) then the enumeration will be performed by Bang. The previous paragraphes prove the completeness of the subordinate procedure producing potentially in nite deduction trees. Therefore also the hypothetic reconstruction procedure upon in nite deduction trees is complete. When we add a closing step, we maintain completeness as proved in the closing Theorems 5.11, 5.12, and 5.14. Thus the subordinate procedure with extended reconstitution is complete.
Quasi-solutions: We prove by structural induction on a deduction tree that the result of each extended reconstruction is a quasi-solution.
If (L; P) is a leaf of a deduction tree then it must be a presolved form, otherwise there is a transition rule that can be applied on (L; P). Each presolved form is a quasi-solution therefore all leaves in a deduction tree are labeled by quasi-solutions. The absence of Coalesce and Eliminate does not a ect the quasi-solutions. We would miss solutions but not quasisolutions in absence of these two transition rules. If the formul 1 , . . . , n are quasisolutions then the conjunction 1^ ^ n converted to disjunctive normal form is also a quasi-solution, therefore all and-branchings are labeled by quasi-solutions. If the formul 1 and 2 are quasi-solutions then the disjunction 1 _ 2 is also a quasi-solution, therefore all or-branchings are labeled by quasi-solutions. Each iteration of the global basis and of the global multiplier is a quasi-solution, therefore each closing step produces a quasi-solution according to the closing Theorems 5.11, 5.12, and 5.14. Hence by structural induction on a pruned deduction tree, the result of every extended reconstitution is a quasi-solution. 2
The subordinate procedure was proved valid, we can continue with the proofs for the main procedure.
The termination of the main procedure is intuitively clear for the following reasons:
(1) the syntactic uni cation algorithm terminates, (2) every Presburger rewrite system R is terminating, (3) the algorithm to solve linear Diophantine systems terminates, and (4) the subordinate procedure terminates with a nite formula as output. The only possibility for non-termination could arise from a potential in nite ip-op between the main and subordinate procedures. This ip-op is impossible since the quasi-solution returned by the subordinate procedure is structurally smaller than the separated puri ed uni cation problem on input. The comparison is based on the fact that all terms in an approximation Apx(t)
are smaller than the primal term t in the ordering lpo used to prove the termination of the Presburger system R. The following theorem gives a formal proof. Theorem 6.3 The primal uni cation algorithm terminates for every primal uni cation problem.
Proof: To prove the termination of the main procedure, we consider its transition rules as rewrite rules of a rewrite system in an extended signature H. =, all the symbols of the signature F (i.e., the constructors K, the de ned symbols D, the constant 0, and the successor symbol s), all the ordinary variables X, and all the counter variables C. Note that the ordinary variables X and the counter variables C of the uni cation problem are now constants in the rewrite system. The variables of the rewrite system are the symbols L for a linear Diophantine system and P for a primal uni cation problem. Given a uni cation problem P, the occur-check relation P is the relation on ordinary variables of P de ned as the smallest re exive-transitive relation which contains x P y when there is an equation x ? = t in P with x 2 Var(t) ( 8f;ĝ 2 D (f ĝ f =ĝ); 5. every counter variable from C is greater than every de ned symbol from D: 8c 2 C 8f 2 D (c =f); 6. the counter variables from C are all equivalent in the precedence =; 7. the successor symbol s is greater than the constant 0 which in turn is greater than every counter variable from C: 8c 2 C (s = 0 = c); 8. every ordinary variable from X is greater than the successor symbol s: 8x 2 X (x = s); 9. the ordinary variables X are compared by the occur-check relation P . The part 9 of the de nition of the precedence = must be precised since the occur-check relation actually depends on the considered problem P. In fact, we consider the (maybe in nite) union of all occur-check relations at any deduction step. This de nition depends on the transition rule, but it does not depend on a particular problem P, and we need not compute e ectively this relation. It can happen that ordinary variables are equivalent wrt this relation, in which case they are considered as equivalent in the precedence =.
Since there is an associative-commutative symbol^, we use an AC-compatible rewrite ordering = acrpo induced by the precedence =, like that de ned in RN95], to prove termination of the rewrite system. Note that the ordering = acrpo is monotone and has the subterm property. Hence, for proving termination, we only have to prove that every left-hand side (premise) of a rule is greater in the ordering = acrpo than the corresponding right-hand side (conclusion).
The structural rules ?^P ! ?, >^P ! P, P^P ! P, and the rules Trivial, Con ict, and Check are obviously decreasing in the ordering = acrpo .
Decompose is decreasing since the relation ? = =^holds in the precedence and the relation f(t 1 ; : : :; t n ) ? = f(t 0 1 ; : : : ; t 0 n ) = acrpo t i ? = t 0 i holds by monotonicity and the subterm property for all i = 1; : : :; n.
Eliminate is decreasing since the ordinary variable x is greater in the precedence = than the variables Var(t), because every ordinary variable is greater than every counter variable, the ordinary variables y 2 Var(t) satisfy the relation x P y and the identity x = P y is impossible to satisfy since x 6 2 Var(t) holds. Moreover, ordinary variables are greater than the symbols from F and the counter variables from C in the precedence =, thus the relation x = acrpo t is satis ed.
Simplify is decreasing since the ordering = acrpo is a compatible extension of the ordering lpo (i.e., the relation lpo is a subset of the relation = acrpo ) used to prove termination of the Presburger system R.
Separate is decreasing since the subordinate procedure returns a nite formula = n _ i=1 (L i ; P i ), every redex in belongs to the approximations Apx(t) or Apx(t 0 ), and the de ned symbols D are greater in the precedence = than the constructors K and the symbols ? =, _,^, >, ?. Every primal term t is greater wrt to the ordering = acrpo than all terms from the approximation Apx(t) because the precedence = is consistent with on the de ned symbols D, and the ordering = acrpo is monotone and has the subterm property. Hence the equation t ? = t 0 in the premise of Separate is greater than every conjunction P i from .
The transition rules Coalesce, Purify, Lift, and Dio cannot be proved decreasing by the ordering = acrpo , therefore we must nd other orderings or other means to prove it.
Lift is decreasing since the number of non-variable counter expressions is greater in the premise than in the conclusion. Hence the ordering 1 for Lift is the relation on the size of the set of counter expressions that are not counter variables, in a primal term. Note that the set of non-variable counter expressions remains invariant in the equation P during the application of other transition rules.
Purify is decreasing since the number of common counter variables in the equation t Proof: We need to prove that the main procedure is sound and complete, and that its result is a solution for every primal uni cation problem. 0 ] ] between interpretations of the premise and the conclusion 0 of each transition rule of the main procedure. The transition rules Trivial, Decompose, Con ict, Coalesce, Check, and Eliminate conserve this inclusion since their completeness follows from the completeness of the syntactic uni cation algorithm. The transition rules Purify and Lift just shu e information from the conjunction P to the system L, hence they conserve the inclusion between interpretations of their premis and conclusion since the system L represents a constraint on P. Simplify conserves solutions since every Presburger system R is con uent and terminating. Separate = t 0 n ) is a conjunction in a mixed problem after an exhaustive application of the transition rules, then the following conditions hold: 8i(t i 2 X), 8i8j(t i 6 2 Var(t 0 j )), and 8i8j((t i = t j ) (i = j)). This implies that after an exhaustive application of the transition rules of the main procedure all conditions for solved forms are satis ed. Therefore the uni cation algorithm produces only disjunctions of solved forms. Since the niteness of these disjunctions was proved in Theorem 6.3, the uni cation algorithm produces solutions on input. Each solved form (c 1 ? = l 1^ ^c k ? = l k ; x 1 ? = t 1^ ^x n ? = t n ) in the resulting disjunction corresponds to a global uni er c 1 7 ! l 1 ; : : :; c k 7 ! l k ; x 1 7 ! t 1 ; : : : ; x n 7 ! t n ]. 2
Concluding remarks
We constructed a schematization formalism called primal grammars based on ideas from rewriting and recursion theory, we presented a uni cation algorithm for it, and proved that this algorithm is sound, complete, terminates for every input, and produces nite results. Nevertheless, there are several questions related to di erent parts of the presented work that remain open.
Although we gave a termination proof for the uni cation algorithm, we did not perform a complexity analysis. It would be interesting to know the worst-case asymptotic complexity of the presented primal uni cation algorithm and also the lower bound on the complexity of the uni cation of primal grammars. Since a primal uni cation problem can be seen as a decidability problem in Presburger arithmetic, we may ask whether these uni cation problems cover only a fragment or the whole theory of Presburger arithmetic.
It would be also interesting to know about areas where the presented schematization and the primal uni cation algorithm found practical applications. This is of special interest in the case of uni cation with associative symbols, uni cation with distributivity, and higher-order uni cation. The work of Contejean Con93] and the recent positive solution of uni ability with distributivity SS94a] indicate that the presented schematization can be helpful in this area. Higher-order uni cation is undecidable already for the second order in general but the use of primal grammars may nd fragments of higher-order theories that have a decidable uni cation problem. The related work of Schmidt-Schau SS94b] and Gramlich Gra88] on this topic should also be mentioned in this scope. Other interesting applications of the presented schematization and its uni cation algorithm should be reported from databases to represent in nite information. We expect applications in logic programming, as it was indicated already in CH91], and especially in the domain of constraint solving.
We extended the actual classi cation of uni cation types SS82, JK91] by de ning the linear and semilinear uni cation types. Later we proved that the uni cation type of primal grammars is semilinear. We think that more work should be done on the search for linear and semilinear theories, since they represent the only candidates among equational theories with uni cation type in nitary whose complete sets of uni ers can be handled in a nite way.
